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leadership than ever he had known. He turned on them as remorse-
lessly as a tiger in defence of its cubs, but as coolly as a sniper
picking off his man. Their smashing was to be methodically and
decisively done. Communism he never seriously considered, nor
did he ever mistake the nature of its appeal to discontent. It was
its counterpart on the Right with its immense resources in wealth
and ambition that experience had made him begin to regard as
the real danger, and the same experience taught him with what
a dilemma it would be faced if its bluff were strongly called. He
knew the real forces behind it, knew who were Hitler's masters
and Hugenberg's, and he knew that the real motive of the new
campaign of repudiation lay in the knowledge of these masters
that the nation, were the issue placed fairly before it, would insist
in the end that the burdens of "tribute" should be laid on the
shoulders ablest to bear them. By making repudiation the issue
they would play into his hands, for the nation would not endorse
that issue, and long before the propaganda could make definite
headway he could counter it by raising the cry of true equality
of sacrifice if sacrifice were necessary. Once that issue was clear,
the nucleus of the new party was there to his hand.
And he linked all these considerations up with his whole wider
policy for Europe. His old romanticism had gone; many bright
hopes had been wrecked, and the realization of those left postponed
to a remoter future. But the policy remained. Its alternative was
the ultimate destruction of the west by civil war or by foreign-
inspired revolution. Here was the reason for the imperative need
to fight the new extremism that had taken the place of the old.
The end of its policy could only be a relapse into that moral
and political isolation from which he had rescued Germany, but
from which a second salvation would be impossible. The return
to isolation was the prelude to war or revolution and could be
nothing less. That was why it must be resisted at all costs. He
honestly—and that honest mistakenness, fatally shared by nearly
every potential leader in Germany, paralysed far into the ranks
of the Right all effort at resistance to the advance of gang-rule,
with the result that nowhere else is there such wealth of political
talent buried in the obscurity of retirement—did not believe that

